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Dear Mr. Harris: 

We at Hickling-Johnston are pleased to submit our final report 
on the Kirby Municipal By-Law Recommendations Study. It presents 
a pragmatic assessmen·t of suggested improvements to the by-law 
process, and how they might be implemented. 

The participants in the study (including the various components 
of the Attorney General's Department, the Department of Municipal 
Affairs, various municipalities and their associations, and 
representatives of jurisdictions outside Alberta) generally agreed 
wi th ·the directional changes suggested by the Kirby Recommendations. 
However, doubts were expressed on how several of the specific 
suggestio'ns embodied within these recommendations would aid in 
alleviating existing problems in the by-law process. 

Hickling-Johnston, ih consultation with the study participants 
developed a series of modified recommenda·tions and presented them 
within a suggested implementation framework. The following general 
positions were reached by the s'tudy team: 

- the problems with the municipal by-law process extend 
beyond the court system into the actual drafting, 
enactment, consolidation, and enforcement activities 
that occur solely within the municipalities' control; 

- to effectively implement any changes to the municipal 
by-law process, the Attorney General's Depar'tment and 
the Department of Municipal Affairs must ·es·tablish a 
shared responsibility for executing the suggested 
implementation activities; 
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- the municipalities of Calgary and Edmonton, together 
with the two major municipality associations in 
Alberta, should be involved in an Advisory Committee 
capacity throughout the implementation of changes to 
the by-law process. These parties have highly relevant' 
expertise to offer and will playa key liaison role. 

Specific recommendations that are made in the report includ.e~ 

- the drafting of by-laws by municipalities needs to be 
upgraded through the development (or enhanced use) of 
a standard set of by~lawsi through the increased use 
of provincial legislation for offences common to many 
municipalities; and through a "by-law consolidation" . 
service, probably an extension of the service already 
offered through the Alberta Urban Municipalities 
Association; 

- the (.!Llrrently proposed legislation to allow by-law 
coris{)lidation by the Municipal Secretary should be 
supported and enacted. Subsequently, consolidation 
of by-laws should be done in the major centers of 
Alberta. This will improve communication with the 
Public, and wi1.: eliminate some of the cur.rent 
inefficiencies; 

- the increased powers suggested in the Kirby Recommen~ 
dations should be provided to municipalities through 
legislation. However, control procedures need to be 
designed to ensure their:proper use by the municipality; 

- the maximum fines for bY-'law offences should be 
increased; 

- the removal of jail as a sanction for non-payment of 
fines should only be considered after further in-depth 
study of its impact. Also, study should be made of 
the possibility of utilizing jail as a sanction only 
on the application of the court. The large municipalities 
in particular feel a strong need for a visible and 
severe sanction of particularly bad or habit~al offenders; 
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- while a separate by-law court, including a special 
judge (justice of the peace), prosecutor and court 
room seems desirable, there is only a limited need 
as volumes are extremely low, except in Edmonton 
and Calgary. Scheduling should be improved where 
possible to maintain continuity of personnel, however; 

- changes towards proposed ontario legislation, 
including the use of justices of the peace and the 
establishment of unique terminology (admitb.:!d vs. 
guilty), should be closely studied. While Kirby 
has recommended that this type of change be adopted, 
it was the view of the participan·ts in the study 
that the current situation in Alberta does not warrant 
the changes immediately, in that the impacts of t.he 
proposed changes in the longer term are not understood 
to the degree desired. However, the participants did 
feel that further analysis of this area 'was extremely 
worthwhile. 

In conclusion, we would like to make three comments that reflect 
the environmental conditions under which the recommendations and 
suggested actions in the final report have been developed, and 
which should be considered in their interpretations: 

municipalities are primarily interested in gaining 
compliance \vith their regulatory by-laws. Consequently, 
the municipalities tend to use moral suasion in the 
place of the formal laying of charges - but like to 
have sufficient powers available to provide an incentive 
to the offenders to comply readily with the moral suasion; 

- the regulatory by-law load on the court system is so 
small as to make changes in it solely for the. purposes 
of court efficiency hard to justify. If municipalities 
laid charges rather than using moral suasion, this might 
not be the case; 

- the Public comes in contact most frequently, after 
traffic laws, with regulatory municipal by-laws. 
Consequently, improvements to the municipal by-law 
process should be viewed as having a positive long 
term impact in building a higher level of Public 
respect for the law in general. 
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We trust that you will find this report helpful in implementing 
improvemen'ts to the municipal by-law process. We as a firm have 
greatly enjoyed this assignment, and wish to express our gratitude 
to all of those who participated in the, study with us ,> and who so 
kindly provided us with information. In particular, we would like 
to thank the members of Project Omega for their co-operation and 
support. 

W.J. Page 
Principal 

WJP: smt 

Enclosure 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1. INTRODU CTI ON 

The Kirby Municipal By-Law Recommendations Study 

was commissioned by Project Omega of the Attorney 

General's Department early in July of 1978. The 

Study Objectives were to: 

"1. Further define the p'roblems indicated in 

the report, including the scope and impact 

of the problems. 

2. Assess the potential impact of the 

recommendations on:the defined problems 

and various agencies. 

3. Develop a plan of action for proceeding with 

the objective of implementing the recommend

ations, taking into account the findings in 

Items 1 and 2." 

1.1 A Working Committee Brought Affected Parties 

Together 

HicklinG-Johnston 

The By-law process involves numerous agencies, 
, 

departments, and sizes of municipalities. Each 

has their own perspective on the process. 

Hickling-Johnston established a Working Committee 

to allow a representative of these groups to be 

actively involved in the review and analysis 

process of the study, and to facilitate HJLfs 

data gathering. 
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The Working Committee had membership from: 

- Cities of Calgary and Edmonton 

- Alberta Urban Municipalities Association 

- Alberta Association of Municipal Districts and 

Counties 

- Attorney General 

- Criminal Justice 

- Legal Research 

- Project Omega (Planning, Research & Development) 

- Court Services 

- Judiciary 

-.Municipal Affairs 

1.2 An Extensive Data Gathering Process Was Used 

A thorough assessment of the By-law process 

problems:and the Kirby Recommendations was 

conducte.d through a series of in-depth inter

views; distribution of questionnaires to a 

wid e s p e c t rum 0 f m'u n i c i pal it i e s, c 0 u r t c 1 e r k s , 

judges, and prosecutors; and by analyzing the 

relevant court loading and by-law statistical 

information. In total this information provided 

II 

what the Working Committee felt to be an accurate 

representation of the problem and recommendations. 

I' 

1.3 The As ses smen t of The By-Law Proc e s s Led ~fo A Plan 

HicklinG-Johnston 

For Implementing Recommended Cha~ge~ 

Hickling Johnston's assessment of the problems with 
" 

the "ny-law process, and the assessment of ihe 

Kirby Recommendations relative to these, resulted 

in the generation of a revised set of recommendations. 

These were placed into an implementation plan frame

work, wh.,ich is described in Section 3 of this chapter. 
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1.4 Further Developments Depend On The Approval Of 

A Joint Committee 

This final report of the Kirby Municipal By-law 

Recommendations Study requires the joint approval 

of the Attorney General's Department and the 

Department of Municipal Affairs. Both Departments 

are involved in the required actions. There 

must .. be a formal statement of responsibilities to 

allow for proper budgetary and project direction. 

The Joint Committee will also establish the final 

implementation plan priorities and timing. It 

merits mention that while there are no:immediately 

critical activities recommended, the Joint Committee 

should endeavour to reach agreement on responsib

ilities and the final plan in one or two months -

providing a minimum of opportunity for the project 

to lose momentum. 

1.5 Municipalities Have Been And Must Continue To Be 

Involved 

H[CkllnG-Johnston 

The study to this point has emphasized contact 

with the municipalities - directly or through 

their associations. Implementation - including 

the final plan approval - must involve them fully 

as advisers and liaisons. The importance of this 

cannot be overstated - the recommended actions 

outlined in the next section will have little 

impact -if support from the municipalities is not 

present. 

The next two sections outline the recommendations 

from the study, and give an overview of the ~ ~. 

recommended implementation plan. 
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2. RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

2.1 The By-Law Process - Co~clusions 

HicklinGdohnston 

2.1.1 The Public Views By-Laws As Less Serious 

Than Other Laws 

Over the years the public in Alberta has 

taken to view municipal by-laws with a lack 

of respect. While the public does not in 

most cases deliberately violate by-laws, ii 

does regard such a violation as far less 

serious than a common assault, for example. 

2.1.2 Enforcement of ny-laws Is Ineffective 

A high percentage (55% in one sample) of 

persons charged with By-law infractions do 

not appear in court. One other sample showed 

only 31% of those charged to actually be 

fined - the average fine being $35. 

2.1.3 By-laws Are Poorly Drafted and Lack Continuity 

Each municipality has its own set of By-laws 

bearing only passing resemblance to arty other 

set. While the muncii~al associations and the. 

municipal solicitors do endeavour to establish 

continuity by providi,~~lg samples of l.;ro~,king 

by-laws, too of,ten the by-laws may",be p_roven 

invalid in some respect in court due to poor 

drafting. The lack ofcont~nuity)also makes 

it impossible to establish province-wide 

precedents, or to have .. kno,\.;r!.<adgeable "By-Law 

Court" personnel. 
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2.1.4 Consolidation Is Not In Evidence 

Coupled -with a lack of continuity of By-

laws is the plethora of by-laws and amend

ments resulting from a lack of consolidation. 

This again confuses the court process ~ and 

makes understanding difficult for the Public. 

2.1.5 Evidence To Support By-Laws Is Poorly Gathered 

By-law enforcement officers are being 

recruited by the majority of municipalities. 

Their education and training is varied. In 

general, they do not know the basis for 

gathering evidence to support charges in by

law cases. 

2.1.6 There Is A Lack Of Continuity In Court 

Procedures 

Judges and prosecutors are not allocated in 

a formal sense to by-law cases. Nor is there 

an extensive effort to schedule specific times 

for by-law cases. These points are only a 

concern in the cities as the load in other 

points is too low to even consider. Even 

in the cities, less than 200 cases per month 

are heard. 

2.1.7 Courts Are No..: Overloaded Because of "Horal 

Suasion" 

Municipalities seek compliance with their 

regulatory by-laws, rather than conviction. 

of those who violate them. Theref or e, the 

principle of."morsl suasion" is often used 

to gain compliance without utilizing a 

penalizing action - an estimated 95~ of 
--, 

~ I(~· ' 
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offences are handled this way. The result 

is a lack of significant coutt loading - a 

desirable state and one all wish to maintain. 

2.1.8 Municipalities Have Difficulty Collecting 

From Some Offenders 

Even though most citizens pay their fines, 

th&re are some "rascals" who choose to not 

pay. For this reason the municipalities 

desire stronger pOwers, snd jail as a final 

sanction. 

2.1.9 Increased Fines Would Aid Enforcement 

Offenders are rarely fined large amounts, and 

the maximum fine is $500. Compliance wi~h 

regulations could be gained by making an 

example of an offender by giving out stiff 

fines - much "in excess of $500. 

(1) 
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2.2 The Kirby By-Law Recommendations - Conclusions 

Chapter III provides a detailed assessment o~ the Kirby 

By-law Recommendations. We shall briefly describe this 

a~sessment for each Recommendation, placing it in the 

form of a conclusion. 

2. 2.1 

2. 2.2 

2.2.3 

HiCklh~GdOhnston L-__________________________ ~. ___ _ 

"Municipal by:-law violations should be divorced 

from a criminal context by being designated as 

violations and not as offences." 

Conclusion 

A "semantic" change that may have long-term value 

but also has a high cost in changing current 

legislation. 

llThe words guilty or not guilty to alleged by-law 

violations should be rep~aced by the words admitted. 

or disputed." 

Conclusion 

A l1semanticl1 change that may have long-term value, 

but it has a high potential for public confusion 

(if improperly introduced), for an unknown benefit. 

"Imprisonment for non-payment of fines with respect 

to violations of municipal by-laws should be 

abandoned and municipalities should have the powers 

listed below: 

(a) In the case of violations committed under a qy

law under which a defendant holds a licence or 

permit, a municipality may revoke or suspend 

any such licence or permit, or withheld the 

issuance of another new licence or permit, 

until the fine is paid; 
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(b) If the provision of service by the municipal

ity is involved, the munciipality may withhold 

such service until the fine is paid; 

(c) For other violations, a municipality may add 

the fine to the tax roll of the prbperty 

involved or collect the fine by a civil 

process, whichever is deemed appropritilte." 

Copclusion 

Imprisonment must be retained as a final sanction. 

The additional powers are desired, but control 

systems are needed to prevent abuse, particular~y 

of utili~y withdrawal. 

Civil Proce~s is av&ilable, but too expe~sive 

for normal fine. 

Withdrawing licences still does not stop 

Need another sanction beyond this. 

,\ 
,\ 

"\.Jhen a qualified inspector cer:tifies that a danger 

exists because of a faulty installation of gas, 

electric, or similar nutlets, the munciipality 

should be empowered to rectify the faulty install

ation at the expense of the owner of the property, 

and to add the cost of such rectification to the 

t.ax roll relating to that property. This" < 

recommendation is meant to serve as an illustration 

of pth~r by-laws that might be ·treated· in a similar 

fashion. Civil remedies should be made available 

to people subjected to.this procedure." 
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Conclusion 

A highly supported recommendation. 

Saskatchewan has similar legislation. 

Must provide violator a "Right To Rectify". 

Small municipalities may not have resources 

available. 

Could involve liability against municipality. 

A "Stop Work Order" should also be considered. 

"In Calgary and Edmonton, by-la\v violations should 

be heard on a specified day or half-day of the week." 

Conclusion 

This can be instituted as part of Hearing ~fficer 

process. Also applies to cities like Grande Prairie. 

"Violations should be heard by a justice of the 

peace designated for that purpose, and violators 

should be prosecuted by a special Crown Prosecutor 

also designated for that purpose. To provide 

continuity, the same persons should be employed for 

those duties over reasonably long periods of time." 

Conclusion 

A Justice of the Peace is desired by many due to 

court load and judges' lack of familiarity with 

by-laws. But judges are required due to concern 

for lack of discretionary or legal training. 

A "Special CrO\07n Prosecutor." is preferred - ,. 

probably in the form of the City Solicitor. 

Continuity of personnel is preferred, but 

impossible to formally commit to. An effort may 

be made, however. 
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2.2.7 

2.2.8 

10. 

"The power to issue tickets or tags in lieu of 

laying formal charges, as pr6vided for in Section 

115(1)(c) of The Municipal Government Act, should 

be extended, specifically to the by-laws enacted 

pursuant to The Planning Act." 

Conclusion 

This recommendation is out-dated, due to new Acts. 

The Planning Act does not impede this action. 

'~The maximum fine that may be set unde,r a municipal 

by-law should be,.substantially increased so that 

serious o~fences can be dealt with in a manner that 
l~ 

will have a deterrent effect." 

Conclusion 

The maximum fine should be significantly increased. 

Judges should levy higher fines. 

A minimum firie should be:set. 

and/or . Specified penalties should be used. 

2 .2.9 

HicklinG-Johnston 

"Statutory authority should be given to municipalities 

tOo consolidate and r"evise 'municipal by-lmils." 

Conclusion 

Agreed to' as long as there is nO',power to "revise!!. 

Smaller municipalities may need a hand on a one 

time and ongoing ~asis. 

It will be costly - but valuable. 

Legislation is already being proposed. 
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2.2.10 "Upon such authority being granted, Section 399 

HlcklinGdohnston 

of The Municipal Government Act should be amended 

to permit copies of bylaws, as consolidated and 

revised, to be received as evidence in any court." 

Conclusion 

A positive step in clearing up administrative 

overload. 
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2.3 Recommendations 

The following key recommendations are stated briefly. 

Our recommendations reflect the views of the by-iaw 

process participants, modified to fit a workable 

framework. 

2.3.1 By-law Drafting Must Be Improved 

2.3.2 

Kirby did not deal with the By-law Process outside 

of enforcement. Our study leads us to recommend 

that the Government of Alberta addres~ the improve

ment of the drafting process. 

By-Laws Must Be Cbnsolidated 

There are too many by-laws and amendments to serve 

a.nyone efficiently .. A clean-up effort is required 

to consolidate these and an ongoing process is 

needed to prevent this situation reoccurring. At 

the same time, a set of By-law Staridards should be 

considered to provide continuity. 

is the city and large town level. 

Pr imary concern 

r/ 

2.3.3 Court Personnel Should Be More Familiar With By-Laws 

HickllnG-Jotlnston 

There is little evidence of a continued involvement 

of court personnel with by-law offences. Th/is is 

only significant in cities. An effort is required 

to encourage more continuity, hence familiarity. A 

suggestion is to have City Solicitors act as 

Prosecutors. 



2.3.4 Provincial Legislation Should Be Used For 

Municipal By-laws 

13. 

Where possible, provincial legislation should be 

utilized by municipalities to charge offenders. 

They have provincial precedents established; a 

large team of back-up resources; and are familiar 

to the court personnel. 

2.3.5 Terminology Changes and A New Court Should Be 

Delayed 

2.3.6 

2.3.7 

HlckllnGdolinslon 

The impact of the proposed changes (Kirby 

Recommendations #1, 2 and 6) are not understood 

by the By-law participants. An effort to ascertain 

the impact must be made prior to furthering this 

type of "decriminalization" activity. 

The Maximum Fine Must Be Raised 

Fines must increase - in their average levy - and 

the maximum must be substantially raised. 

The Recommended Powers Are Needed - But With Caution 

The powers indicated in Kirby Recommendations #3 

and #4 are valid and valuable - but an effective 

control must be on their application by th~ 

municipalities. 

be consulted re: 

Saskatchewan, for example, should 

this process and re: the legis-

lation currently in force. 
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2.3.8 A st6p Work Order Should Be Studied 

Even the new powers will not prevent cextain 

people from continued violation. A Stop Work 

Order (by order of a Committee of Council) seems 

deSirous versus a time consuming injunction, 

par tic u 1 a r 1 yin can s t rUe t ion reI ate d 0 f fen c e s . {i 

The addition of a per diem charge for continued 

violation should also be considered. 

2.3.9 The Changes Must Be Addressed To A Framewoxk 

HicklinG-Johnston 

The next section describes a recommended Implement

ation Plan. It suggests an organizational frame

work as well as a sequencing of implementation 

activity. Whether this be the final approved plan 

or not,. it:is;critical to continue within some form 

of framework parallel to that described. 
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3. A PLAN TO IMPLEME~T THE MUNICIPAL BY-LAW RECOMMENDATIONS 

3.1 Implementation Should Follow a Specified Framework 

HlcklinGdotlnston 

It is important to the successful implementation 

of the recommendations containe~ within this report 

that a framework be followed. This is necessary to 

ensure: 

- the co-ordination of the several particip&nts 

in the by-law process. 

- the proper sequential execution of the , 
possible tasks 

- the quality of the implementation effort. 

The framework suggested by the consultants, and 

supported by the Working Committee, is indicated 

on the facing page. Its primary features include~ 

- decision as to the implementation direction 

by a Joint Comm~ttee of the Attorney General 

and Municipal Affairs 

- separation of, implementation activities into 

two categories: Current Value, and Longer 

Term Value. 

- grouping of implementation actions within 

each category. 

CURRENT VALUE LONG~R' TERM VALUE 

- consolidation - training 

- fines - continuity 

- draftin.g ~. decriminalization 

- po,,,ers 



OVERVIEW OF IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 

MUNICIPAL BY-LAW STUDY 

" 
. . 

Project Direction 
De~ision .. _ .. 

by Joint Committee . 
of the At torney Genera] 
'and Hunicipal Affairs 

Current Value \I Longer Term Value 

7- Consolide.tion -(--. Training ~ . . J - .. 
I .- .. 
I 
I . . 

-7 
I 

Fines I Continuity k-
I 
I 
I 
I .,-
I 

~ Drafting ~ - -:-' .. Terminology 

fE-
4- Power~ Tribunal 

Decriminalization ' . 
. 
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3.2 An Implementation Organization Is Required 

HlcklinG-Jol,nston 

In addition to providing a framework for 

defining and executing the implementation 

activities, an implementation organization 

should be struck for the duration of the 

project to ensure continuity and complete-

ness. The organization ~~ll be staffed by 

personnel from various departments, agencies 

and participants in the by-law process. The 

implementation activities should not occupy 

these individuals full-time, but adequate 

time should be allocated to ensure that 

implementation does not suffer due to lack 

of resources. 

The exhibit on the facing page illustrates the 

proposed organization. 

are: 

Its primary features 

the Joint Committee of the Attorney·; 

General and Municipal Affairs will 

initiate the project and monitor its 

progress. It is t~eir role to ration-

alize any policy and responsibility 

issues that arise. 

- the Project Director, while not a full

time position, will provide the ongoing 

focus for the project and is re~ponsible 

for the co-ordination of all task teams . 

each of the tasks or activities within the 

project will be assigned a Team Leader and 

team members from various ·departments .and 

agencies, the selection being made on the 

basis of applicable knowledge. 
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IHPLEHgNTATION ALTERNATIVES 

ACTlVITIES ! ALTERNATIVES (* CHOSEN} COST 

1 2 3 REASON FOR (nENEFIT F.Ret-1) CIIOICE • (U:,n J m·~. 
\ 

1. Project Direction Decision 

j 
, 

1. Proiect renort annroval . 00* -- --
2. ResponDibility clarificntion DO* DON''!' -- Required to initiate ~I 3. .Taok assignment AG AG/HA* OTHER implementation tasks 

"AG" 10 Attorney General . . NOn: \ "HA" 10 Hunicip.al Affairs It. Short Tertii Value Tasks 
Consol1da tion ~. Prepare ConDolidation process . DO* DON'T -- ~ ImproveD effectiveneas of Court 2 

" 
- ~,~; 

2 • Prepare conDolidated by-lawa tiO-100X DO-PHASED* DON'T _~rocess and increaseD public awareneas 6 ** . 
Fines 3. EDtabl1sh maXlmUI1l fine leveJ. . DO* DON T -- Maximum io out-of-date I . It. fiitabl1sh and implemimt specified penal1tee 00-100% DO-PHASED· DON T Utilize henring dfficere V.B. Coun , 
Drafting 5. Consider provincial legislation applicablel 00* DON'T -- Increane credibility of by-laws through 

~referable to municipal by-laws Province wlde app!J_cntlim J 
6. Develop by-low atandarda proceSD DO· DON'T -- 3 Provide aosiotant to smaller 

34 7. Provision of by~ls~ drafting consultive . DO· DON'T -- municipalities I improv~ credibility 
service 

rowers 8. Draft and pass legislation for new powers DON'T Force compliance, to by-laws 
.. 

DO* -- -
9. COnsider-'new views of "Jail ,as sanction DO'" DON T -- Ultimate sanction without common B ti9.ma I. 

10. St~dy (& implement) process for rectifying 
\ ] ~4 dangerous situations DO'" DON'T -- Danger to public life and control of 

11. Study utilization of a "stop work order" DO'" DON'T -. . Corporate oHenders .. 
. 

III. Longer-Term Value Taoku There ohould be differentiation between 
Decr~inslization a "crime" Rnd "regulntion'" for the public. B 

1. Consider the change of terminology DO" DELAY DON'T /~'rheBQ chal'lgeo may further' atreomline the by-
and introduction of justice of the peace ~. law:e~forcement.proceoo .from the public view. ," 

(tribunal) Ill! impRcto the longer term 
DONir 

~Based on Law Reform'Commisoion) 
Training 2. Develop a by-law enforcement training DO DELAY" improves 'rate ot conViction and lmage 1n the , 

erogram I rolei evidence lo»r. run. \ . 
3. Prepare a familiarization eeesion for 00-1) DELAY· DON'T Ip,provcs understllnding of by-laws over time I 

court official!! . " 

Continuity 4. Develop '! scheduling ayatem for by-lIlws "1iO'" DELAY* DON'T Harginnlly improves large city efficiency. 
Aids in Ilroller I!xecution of by-1m .. 1u!ltlce 2 

S. Consider uoing clty prosecutore DO'" DEI..AY DON'T Increaseo 11ke11ho06 of evidence on~ case 
being presented in proper perspective 2 

/I, Tuk Force Staff only. No timo shown for Committee time. 

.~ Lawyers eltimato is, $200,000.00 

,1,.'/ . ( 
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- the Task teamS will have available to 

them Resources from each of the involved 

departments and agencies. They will 

normally be asked to provide input on a 

Working Committee basis, or as part of 

their normal role to execute specific 

assignments. 

3.3 A Cost-Benefit Analysis Was Used To Select 

Implementation Activities 

HicklinG-Johnston 

Each of the implementation activities suggested 

by the analysis of the Kirby Recommendations and 

of the problems with the By-law Process was 

evaluated to see if it should be undertaken fully 

or partially; whether it should be delayed; or 

whether it should be not undertaken at all. The 

evaluation was done withiri a cost-benefit frame-

work that emphasized the incremental manpower 

effort required to implement the activity versus 

the sociological or intangible benefit that the 

activity was viewed tb yield. There was no 

indication for any of. the proposed act,ivities 

of there being any tangible dollar savings. 

This is due to the very small load (less than" 6% 

in one Edmonton sample) that by-law (regulatory) 

offences place on ~he court system presently, 

making any potential savings nearly impossible 

to identify per ,sew 

The exhibit on the faCing page is the summary of 

the cost-benefit analysis performed. 

merits clarification: 

One point 
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18. 

- the estimate for ~awyers fees for con

solidating the by-laws of the Alberta 

municipalities ($200,000.) is a very 

rough and preliminary number, given 

only to indicate the magnitude of the 

effort involved. The consultants suggest 

a phased approach to this task, the first 

phase being to cost out the legal input 

required and to develop a plan for doing 

consolidation across Alberta, ie., it is 

assumed that only larger mUnicipalities 

will be involved initially, and that smaller 

municipalities will become tinvolved over 

time. 

3.4 An Implementation Plan Has Been Suggested 

HlckllnGdohnston 

The exhibit on the facing page represents an 

overview of the suggested implementation plans. 

The detailed description of the steps within 

each task are contained in the main body of the 

report. 

noted: 

Several features of the plan should be 

- several tasks have dependent relationships 

with other tasks. 

- the consultant has suggested wh~t appears 

to be a reasonable assignment of responsibility 

and of other primary interest groups, for 

each task. 

- the timing is laid out beginning with the 

approval of this report by the Joint 

Committee of the Attorney General and 

Municipal Affairs. It is critical that 

the responsibility and task assignment 

activities be completed to both parties' 
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HicklinG-Jollnslon 

satisfaction prior to beginning 

implementation activities. 

19 . 

- the timing of the implementati~n activiites 

is not necessarily required to reflect that 

indicated on the suggested plan. While the 

task interdependance should be maintained, 

the nature of the tasks and their value to 

the organizations allows considerable flex

ibility in their execution . 








